NetMan Closing Report – 1/27/05

- 28 Comments and no contributions submitted for 802.16f in WG Recirculation Letter Ballot 16a. All comments resolved – results are recorded in comment database 802.16-05/002r2

- 19 Comments and 6 contributions to 802.16g in response to 802.16g-04/04 call for comments. All comments resolved – results are recorded in comment database 802.16g-05/001r2
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• Accepted comment database 802.16-05/002r2 (/) :
  • 18 Accepted or Accepted-Modified
  • 2 Rejected 0 Technical, Binding (Satisfied)
  • 4 Superceded 0 Technical, Binding (not Satisfied)
  • 4 Withdrawn

• Authorized the editor to revise P802.16f/D2-2004, in accordance with the comment resolutions in 802.16-05/002r2 and reissue the document as P802.16f/D3-2005 (10/0)
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• Accepted comment database 802.16g-05/001r2 (/) :
  • 9 Accepted or Accepted-Modifed
  • 6 Rejected 0 Technical, Binding (Satisfied)
  • 0 Superceded 1 Technical, Binding (not Satisfied)
  • 4 Withdrawn

• Authorized the editor to revise P802.16g-04/03, in accordance with the comment resolutions in 802.16g-05/001r2 and reissue the document as P802.16g-04/03r1 (8/0)
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• TG requested Chair bring issue of lack of support for PPPoE in CS sublayer in 802.16-2004 to the attention of the WG
• TG Chair established Legacy Messaging Ad-Hoc, Vladimir Yanover Chair
• TG drafted liaison letter language to 3GPP2 & 3GPP
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• Authorized the NetMan TG Chair to request approval for initiation of a Working Group Letter Ballot recirculation on P802.16f/D3-2004 (8/0):

• Motion to WG:
  – To develop and issue the Working Group Draft P802.16f/D3-2004, and initiate a Working Group Letter Ballot recirculation to close around February 21, 2005

  For:   Against:
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• Authorize the Chair to request the WG forward P802.16f/D3-2004 to the EC for approval, pending the successful outcome of a WG Confirmation Letter Ballot, to Sponsor Ballot (7/0):

• Motion to WG:
  – To forward P802.16f/D3-2004 to the EC for approval, pending the successful outcome of a WG Confirmation Letter Ballot, to Sponsor Ballot

  For:   Against: